
Gathering Church Set Up Manual 

 

This manual is to help with set-up and tear-down for the Gathering Church at Creekside Elementary. This 

is to be a guide on Sunday mornings. It should be known that on special days (e.g. Easter, Christmas, and 

Christmas Eve) other tasks will need to be done as well, but this manual will help with normal Sunday 

set-up. 

Set up teams should be at the church at 9:15am to start set up. With 4 to 5 people set up can be done in 

30 to 45 minutes or less.  

The following people have keys to the POD: Mark Acuff, Ian MacKenzie, Sarah MacKenzie, Greg Garus, 

Ted Demas, David Rogers, and Erik Westdorp.  

 

Task that need to be completed: 

1. Flags need to be placed at the entrance of the main parking lot and at the gate leading to the 

gym.  

2. Tables need to be taken out and placed in the gym, front entrance, and school hall for Sunday 

school and set up accordingly.  

3. Chairs need to be set up in the gym  

4. Curtains need to be set up in the gym, diagonally on either side of the stage 

5. The Pod needs to be emptied and boxes and items need to be taken in and placed where 

needed  

6. Sunday School tables need to be set up with folders, and items from the pod need to be placed 

outside the appropriate classrooms  

7. Clean up  

 

Each task will be described in more detail on the following pages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Flag Locations 

The Gathering Church has 8 banner flags that are placed out each Sunday. Six are placed by the road on 

either side of the main entrance to the school to announce our presence and guide people in. The other 

two are placed on either side of the gate at the end of the walkway up to the gym to guide people to the 

right entrance. The flags, corresponding stakes, carrying bucket, and hammer, are all stored in the POD. 

The bucket and hammer may be left behind one of the bushes by the road during the service to make 

teardown easier.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table Locations 

The tables to be setup each Sunday are shown below. Two Sunday School Sign-in tables are required 

and are shown at (A). (B) is the pastry table, (C) the coffee table, (D) the welcome table, (E) the offering 

table, and (F) the communion table. On the underside of the box lid for each table is a picture showing 

the appropriate setup for that table. (B) is the exception as it has no box and the pastries change each 

week. Just ensure that there is a tablecloth and small napkins laid out for this table. Other necessary 

supplies for the pastries (e.g. small plates, napkins, etc.) are stored in the coffee and pastry table box. 

 

Communion Table 

The set up for the communion table is special and important due to the gluten free option that we offer. 

To avoid cross-contamination, please only set up the table with the table cloth and the cross. The 

communion elements are brought and arranged separately and are not considered a responsibility of 

the setup/tear-down team. 

 

 

 

 



Chairs 

Mark generally designates the total number of rows for each week. The main aisle is formed by the black 
line running down the middle of the gym, and the easiest way to start is to count 4 squares from the 
metal disk near the stage, then 3 to each side. 

 
 
To Angle or curve the row toward the stage, one square should be enough - basically, place the back leg 
of the last chair one square forward. 
 
Subsequent rows have two squares of space between, and each seat should have ~3 inches of space to 
the right and left. 

 
 

4 Squares from metal disk 

3 Squares to 

front chair leg 



The view to the stage looks like this: 
 

 
 
Row - seats per side  
#1 - 7  
#2 - 8 
#3 - 9 
#4 - 10 
#5+ - 10 -- on this row we start a second smaller aisle with a 5/5 split of the chairs. 
 
The first three rows give us 48 seats, each row after that is another 20. So: 
 
Row - total seat count 
#1-4 - 48 
#5-6 - 88 
#7 - 108 
#8 - 128 
#9 - 148 
#10 - 168 
#11 - 188 
 

The default number of rows is 8, but Mark will generally give a specific request based upon an expected 

number of attendees. 

 



Curtains 

The stage curtains are left setup on the stage even during the school week so nothing should need to be 

done with them. The floor curtains are setup and torn down every week. The curtains are stored in a 

green bin that is kept (with the poll bases) at the back of the stage. The polls are kept in a long bag that 

is also kept at the back of the stage. 

Starting at the right and left ends of the stage respectively, three pole bases are placed diagonally in a 

row angling towards the outer walls. The upright polls are inserted into the bases. The cross-pieces are 

fully extended (two clicks) and then three (3) curtains are placed upon each cross-piece before hanging 

between the uprights. The completed setup for the left side and right side curtains respectively is shown 

below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



POD  

Everything besides chairs and tables is stored in the POD. All of the necessary boxes and bins are stored 

on two green carts that can be brought out via a ramp that is stored in the POD. One cart is devoted 

entirely to Sunday School. This cart is labeled with blue tape and all of the Sunday school boxes are 

labeled with blue tape as well. The boxes should be placed outside their respective classrooms. This 

cart should be stored at the end of the classroom hallway during the service so that it may be loaded in 

reverse order during cleanup. The other cart has boxes for the other tables (welcome, etc.) as well as 

boxes for potluck. This cart is labeled with red tape and the corresponding boxes are also labeled with 

red tape. During the service, this cart may be stored in the cafeteria. Various miscellaneous items that 

must also come in from the POD are the cross for the communion table and the offering box. On potluck 

Sundays, napkins, plastic ware, water coolers, and the high chair are set up in cafeteria.

 

 



School Layout and Sunday School Classes 

 

Sunday school set up can be handled by one or two people. Key items that must be done are:  

1. Hang the Sunday School Sign-in Table Sign from the hook at the beginning of the hallway (it is 

visible as soon as you enter the building). 

2. Set up Baby Bear and Walker Whale class: lay out 7x7 foam floor; make sure the laundry cart 

with toys, etc. is in the class room.  



3. Set up Sunday school tables. Table clothes, folders out and open for sign in, pens available at 

each folder  

4. Each classroom gets one or more boxes from the green cart (they are labeled for each 

classroom). On the school layout map you will see where classrooms are. Place these items on 

the bench or floor outside the classroom. Each teacher is responsible for their own set up and 

take down.  

5. Sunday school classroom signs are left at the sign-in table for the teachers to take to their 

classrooms and to hold during the service.  

 

Potluck 

On certain Sundays, the church will have a potluck in the cafeteria. The important setup items are 

listed below: 

1. The potluck bins should be placed at the front (end towards the kitchen) of the cafeteria 

2. The highchair should be brought in from the POD, set up, and placed by a table for families to 

use 

3. One cafeteria table should be pulled to the front and used to place the main food dishes on 

4. Plates, silverware, and napkins should be placed at the left end of this table 

5. One small table should be placed against the wall at the end of the food line to hold the water 

thermoses 

6. Two gray bins (usually found in the cafeteria) should be used as drip pans underneath the water 

thermoses 

7. The water thermoses should be brought in from the POD and partially filled with ice. The ice 

may be used from the school’s ice machine in the kitchen if the kitchen can be accessed (there 

are several doors and a roll-up window that are sometimes left unlocked). If the kitchen cannot 

be accessed, then someone will have to get ice from a local grocery store or gas station. 

8. The water thermoses then need to be filled with water from either the kitchen or the deep sink 

in the children’s art room and then placed on the table at the end of the food line. 

9. Tear-down is very important. Everything should be left as clean as, or cleaner than, it was found. 

Clean Up  

Chairs should be picked up at the end of service. Just wheel the racks back into the chair and table 

storage room. Tables should be picked up and placed back as well. Items go back into boxes, onto 

the carts, and back into the POD neatly (laundry cart on the left). If used, water cooler lids need to 

be left open in POD so no mildew is formed. Sunday school teachers should put their boxes outside 

their respective rooms and they should be loaded back onto the cart in reverse order. Sunday school 

signs should be collected (don’t forget the sign-in table sign) and placed back in the carrying bag or 

box. Flags and stakes should be brought back and placed in the POD. Essentially, everything that 

came out of the POD needs to go back into the POD in an orderly fashion. Note: often the table 

cloths (coffee table particularly) need to be taken home by someone, washed, and returned to 

church the next week. Finally, make sure the POD is locked up. School janitors clean up trash and 

sweep and mop floors. 



 

Set up Check list:  

 Flags put out  

 Chairs put out (180-210 average)  

 Curtains set up 

 Tables put out  

 POD emptied  

 Greeting table, communion table, offering table, coffee table, pastry table and Sunday School 

tables set up with table cloths and items  

 Sunday School boxes set out  

 

Clean up Check list:  

 Chairs and tables wheeled back into storage room  

 Curtains, polls, and poll bases packed away and returned to the rear of the stage 

 Sunday School items placed back into boxes and returned to POD  

 Sunday School foam floor and toys returned to laundry cart and to POD 

 Sunday School signs collected, placed in bag, and returned to POD  

 Table cloths packed or taken home to wash  

 Cross and offering box returned to POD 

 Flags returned to POD  

 POD Locked 

 

 


